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Parts of  the thesis

 theoretical part: sign models and legal 

concepts 

 particularities of the EU law terminology
 for more see Bratanić & Lončar (2015) in: Šarčević (ed), 

“Language and Culture in EU Law: Multidisciplinary Perspectives”

 database model for EU law terminology 



Sign models

 semiotic triangle

(Ogden & Richards 1923)

concept

objectdesignation



Concept definitions

 “unit of thought constituted through abstraction on 
the basis of properties common to a set of objects”
(ISO 1087:1990)

 “unit of knowledge created by a unique combination 
of characteristics” (ISO 1087-1:2000)

characteristic: “abstraction of a property of an 
object or of a set of objects”



Semiotic triangle vs. legal concepts

 “legal concepts are formed by abstraction of the 
general features from a large number of instances” 
(Sandrini 1996)

 semiotic triangle does not work in the direction of the 
language or thoughts to the referent (Myking 1997)



Law, language & reality

 “if the legislator, in a new law, describes a 
legal phenomenon otherwise than in an 

earlier law, then the legal reality changes: law 
only exists in human language” (Brækhus 
1956)



Legal concepts & objects

 specific relationship among the legal 

concepts and objects:

 “inversion”: we first construct concepts, and then 
objects may be generated

 some ideas remain on the concept level, and are 
never “objectified”: for some legal concepts 
objects do not exist at all



Characteristics of  legal concepts

 Picht (2012):
 most legal concepts are constructions, not 

abstractions

 legal concepts are open for interpretation in legal 
practice and theory

 concepts change by negotiation and agreement, not 
by scientific cognition

 the life cycle of a legal concept is determined by 
societal changes, not necessarily by scientific 
cognition and research

 the need for constant maintenance



Designations

 synonyms

 false synonyms

 homonyms

 inappropriate terms due to the impact of the source 
language

 obsolete terms that are deep-rooted

 appellations

 abbreviations

 short forms of terms

 various protected designations 



Source: Joint practical guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the 
Commission for persons involved in the drafting of legislation within the 
Community institutions, 2003





Legal definition

 definition, as a data category for the 

description of concepts, has a particularly 

important function in terminology work

 legal definition as a special category of 

definition

 need for specific definition data categories: 

“obsolete” definition, “future” definition



Definition types

 sometimes we know in advance that the definition of 
a certain concept will change

 example: qualified majority

 until 31 October 2014: at least 255 votes in favour 
representing a majority of the members 

 from 1 November 2014: at least 72% of the members of the 
Council, representing Member States comprising at least 65% 
of the population of the Union

 between 1 November 2014 and 31 March 2017: a member of 
the Council may request that it be adopted in accordance with 
the qualified majority as defined before 1 November 2014



Concept relations

 hierarchical relations (generic or partitive)

 associative relations

 importance of diachrony needs to be formalized not only as 
a specific category for an individual concept, but also in 
terms of relations among different concepts: one concept 
can be obsolete in relation to another concept

example: co-decision procedure → ordinary legislative 
procedure



Database model

 development of termbase model consists of two 
steps (according to standard ISO 16642:2003)

 data category selection from broader set of data categories 

(ISO 12620:1999 or ISOcat)

 representation of selected data categories in XML format

 based on the results of the research, a model of 
terminological base for legal terminology of the 

European Union is proposed and represented in 
TBX (TermBase eXchange) format 
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